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LITERATURE STUDY

T. Kanazawa
Aesthetics of Enlightenment in O.P. Kozodavlev’s Creative Activity
Key words: Russian sentimentalism; Enlightenment; the 18th century; the works of O.P.
Kozodavlev: Interlocutor for Russian Language Lovers; sensibility; virtue.
This article is focused on the analysis of the works of little-known Russian sentimentalist
O.P. Kozodavlev published in the magazine «Interlocutor for Russian Language Lovers» (1783–
1784). The analysis made it possible to specify the role of aesthetics of the Enlightenment during
the early stages of development of Russian sentimentalism.

T.N. Ladozhina, M.V. Ivanov
Merchants Khludovs – Patrons and Bibliophiles (on the Example of the Book Collection in
the Library of Smolensk State University)
Key words: the library of Smolensk State University; history of Smolensk libraries;
Smolensk province; the beginning of the XXth century; the second half of the XIXth century; A.I.
Khludov; M.A. Khludov; V.A. Khludov; merchants Khludovs; private book collections; book
collectors; bibliophiles; collecting of the books; the library of Yartsevo factory; rare books;
nationalized book collections
The article is devoted to the book collections of Khludovs – the owners of a paper
producing factory in Yartsevo. The book collection is stored in the library of Smolensk State
University. The characteristic of these rare books is given. The information about the
biographies of A.I., M.A. and V.A. Khludovs is given, as well as the information about their other
books collections and their activities concerned with help to the public library in Yartsevo.

K.V. Garnova
The Value and Function of Individual Items of Clothing
in the Prose of F.M. Dostoevsky: Bathrobe
(Based on the «Crime and Punishment»)
Key words: F.M. Dostoevsky; «Crime and Punishment»; item of clothing; bathrobe;
value; function; image; intratext and intertext relations.
Being parts of the material world, separate items of clothing in Dostoevsky's prose, as it
was established in the course of the study, obtain additional value and functions. In the novel
«Crime and Punishment» bathrobe is one of those important and functional elements. The
bathrobe is mentioned in the characterization of different characters not only as part of the
description of their external appearance, but also to establish non-obvious connections between
them.

E.L. Kotova
Literary and Critical Discussions of the 1960s:
Responses to «Sketches of Soviet Poetry» by A.V. Makedonov
Key words: Makedonov; poetic school; criticism; method of analysis; discussion.
The article focuses on the critical review of the first book of A.V. Makedonov. It
suggested the existence of «Smolensk» poetic school. This hypothesis immediately became the
subject of intense discussion. Critics also discussed the problem of the methodology of literary
analysis, ethical problems of discussions.

V.V. Oleshkevich
«Psychopath’s Notes» through the Prism of the Comic
Key words: comic; comic devices; V. Erofeyev; «Psychopath’s Notes».
The article presents a classification of techniques of the comic and modes expressing the
comic in dialogs in the book «Psycopath’s Notes» by Venedict Erofeyev. The analysis shows that
V. Erofeyev used several the techniques of achieving the comic effect. Examples are given to
prove this fact.

A.A. Azarenkov
Rhythmic-Composition Unity of «Big Poems» of Brodsky: Analysis Algorithm (on the
Example of the Poem «Edification»). Article One
Key words: Joseph Brodsky; «big poems»; rhythm; composition.
This article presents new methodology for the analysis of rhythmic organization of one of
«big poem» by Brodsky «Edification» (1987). The mechanisms of the relationship of rhythm and
composition of the text are analyzed. The stanza form, serving as a basic compositional unit of
the poem, is investigated in terms of «rhythm framework».

M.N. Lebedeva
Types of Reduction as a Genre-Forming Factor in Micro-Story
Key words: genre; composition; story; contemporary literature; microfiction; short
story; micro-story; reduction; Internet.
The article is devoted to types of micro-story: 1) a micro-story of short story type which
is made as a truncate short story (without one or two ingredients: Vorgechichte, Gechichte,
Nachgechichte), 2) primitive text, 3) parody text.

Z.Yu. Petrova
Figurative Parallel «Water – Fabric» in the Russian Literature
Key words: metaphor; simile; language of literature; semantic field; evolution;
lexicography.

The article discusses the functioning and evolution of the semantic class of comparative
tropes «Water – fabric» in the Russian literature. The author shows the use of the «Materials for
the dictionary of metaphors and similes in the XIX–XX centuries Russian literature», built on the
principle of semantic fields and the diachronic principle, for study of the evolution of tropes.

O.I. Severskaya
Images of Words, Speech and Language in the Poetry of B. Akhmadulina
(a Corpus-Based Analysis)
Key words: Bella Akhmadulina; image structure; linguo-centrism; language and speech;
corpus analysis.
The article examines the images of words, speech, language and imaginative formulae
«word-nightingale» and «speech-river» selected on the basis of corpus analysis of texts by B.
Akhmadulina. Special attention is paid to the images which arise as a result paronymic
attraction and poetic rederivation.

O.E. Pokhalenkov
Literary Space of «War» vs Chronotop of «War»
in the Novel by Ernest Hemingway «A Farewell to Arms»
Key words: literary space; chronotop; Ernest Hemingway; structural method.
The article considers the peculiarities of the literary world in the work of Ernest
Hemingway «A Farewell to Arms». The study focuses on the issue of the delimitation of
chronotope and literary space. The analysis of the text is based on the structural method. It
identifies the substantive criteria for distinguishing between chronotope of «war» and literary
space of «war».

LINGUISTICS

E.F. Troitsky
Uniformity and Equality in Ordinative Design
(on the Basis of the Data of a Glossary of Terms for Ordinative Design Description)
Key words: uniformity; similarity; equality; union; composing elements; cetera; tantum;
common element; generalizing element; overall picture; syntax; morphology; modality; verbal
expressions.
The article deals with the homogeneity and heterogeneity of the relationship of equal
components with the common element, generalizing element and the overall picture. The
analysis revealed homogeneity and heterogeneity in morphology, syntax, in the modality, in
logical and semantic aspects of correlation with reality. The paper also considers verbal
expression of homogeneity by all components of coordinative design as well as the problem of
text homogeneity.

V.S. Kartavenko

Non-calendar, Calendar Names and Pen-names of Toponyms
Key words: written sources; Smolensk region; toponym; microtoponym; antroponym.
The article considers toponyms formed on the basis of non-calendar, calendar names and
pen-names. The research is carried out on the material of the XVIIth–XVIIthI centuries (written
sources of Smolensk region). Such toponyms are more often formed with the help of the suffixes ov, -ev, -in, less frequently with the suffixes: -k-, -sk-, -ichi, -ik(a), -schin(a).

E.G. Malysheva
Formation of the Concept of 'Olympics' (on Basis of Texts Belonging to Educational,
Scientific and Sports Journalist types of Discourse)
Key words: discourse; concept-ideology; meaningful structure concept; cognitive
symptom.
The article is devoted to the study of the dynamic process of gradual formation of the
structure of ‘Olympics’ concept. The analyzed texts belong to academic, scientific and sports
journalist types of discourse. They represent the content of the studied concept at different stages
of its operation in the linguistic picture of the world.

N.A. Tsurtsilina
Communication Potential of Questions in Fiction
Key words: indirect speech acts; communicative function; reduction of syntactical
structure; communicative implication; communicative capacity; illocutionary force.
This article is focused on the general features of functioning of questions as indirect
speech acts in fiction. An attempt is made to reveal the mechanisms and circumstances
facilitating appearance of indirect speech acts and contributing to increase of communicative
functions of questions in fiction.

HISTORY AND ARCHEOLOGY
V.I. Zolotov
«The Libelle of Englyshe Polycye»
as a Source of Public Thought of Fifteenth Century England
Key words: The Libelle of Englyshe Polycy; commercial ties; land or sea; priorities of
English foreign policy.
The anonymous treatise’s author meditates on necessity of reconsideration of English
continental policy during the final stage of a Hundred Years War. Foreign policy catastrophe
creates new priorities inside English elite – giving up English-French war on the continent,
obtaining naval predominance.

O.Y. Ivanova

The Preparation of the Project «Reformatio Legum Ecclesiasticarum» and its History
Ключевые слова: English Reformation; Anglican Church; Church law; «the commission
of 32 lawyers and theologians»; Reformatio Legum Ecclesiasticarum; Thomas Cranmer.
This article examines the preparation of the project of canonical law code «Reformatio
Legum Ecclesiasticarum», which was to become the third part of large-scale program of
reforming Anglican Church alongside with reforms of Church doctrine and worship.
The main aim is to analyze the long and difficult history of organization of the
commission of 32 lawyers and theologians, which created «Reformatio Legum
Ecclesiasticarum» and to identify the causes of rejection of the project in 1553.

Yu.E. Ivonin
What is it the Thirty Years War? Some Reflections
on the eve of its 400th Anniversary
Key words: Thirty Years War; Holy Roman Empire; Germany; Europe; religion;
Emperor; princes.
The author ponders on the theme, what was the Thirty Years War, the 400th Anniversary
of which is approaching. He cites some definitions from the manual of the Middle Ages, «World
History», the popular works of Russian authors and compares these with the number of
definitions by foreign authors. He concludes that this war was simultaneously a European,
German and Religious war. As a European war it consisted of separate little wars, which were
the parts of one great all-European war in the consciousness of the contemporaries.

M.P. Beljaev
French-Brandenburg Relations in 1645–1646 and the Mission of the Fabian Dohna in Paris
Key words: Brandenburg; France; Pomerania; Neuburg; Majesty; Elector; Congress
Peace of Westphalia.
The article is devoted to the development of friendly relations between Brandenburg and
France during the Congress Peace of Westphalia. The paper investigates Fabian Dohna’s
complex negotiations with French officials in Paris on Pomeranian and Neuburg Affairs.

E.I. Zabugina
Internal History of Lesser Rus in S.P. Moravsky’s Article «Fyodor Lisovsky»
Key words: Lesser Rus; Mazepa; Lisovsky; protopresbyter; centurion; NovgorodSeversk.
Sergey Pavlovich Moravsky (1866–1942) is a Soviet scholar, mediaevalist, outstanding
educator, the author of great amount of works on medieval history of Western Europe. This
article is devoted to the activity of protopresbyter and then centurion Feodor’s Lisovsky in the
context of domestic issues of Lesser Rus after it became part of Russia. The problems of
Mazepa’s betrayal and the policy of Peter the Great in Lesser Rus are discussed.

V.A. Volkov
Russian Army in the Late XVth – the First Third of the XVIth Centuries
Key words: Russian army; local cavalry; militia; gunners; pishalniks; Cossacks.
The article raises sharp and controversial issues of reorganization of the Russian army,
which took place at the turn of the XVth–XVIth centuries, the army composition, combat
capabilities, and size. The author refutes the assumptions made in recent publications about the
insignificance of Russian martial forces, showing the absence of any possible solution of the
challenges they faced.

S.V. Belousov
The Fate of «No one Important» in the Era of the War of 1812: to the Issue of the Use of
Archival Documents in Micro-Historical Studies
Key words: the War of 1812; microhistory; historical anthropology; Penza province;
refugees; retired soldiers; foreigners; prisoners of war from Napoleon’s army.
On the basis of various archival documents (the information presented here is taken from
the Penza Provincial Government magazines, Governor’s office and Penza treasury chamber)
the problem of the impact of the War of 1812 on the representatives of various social strata
(refugees, retired soldiers, foreigners and prisoners of war from Napoleon’s army) is discussed.
The article is written from the perspective of historical anthropology and microhistory. It allows
to trace the place of «no-one important» in the epochal historical events of the early XIXth
century.

N.I. Gorskaya
Agricultural Societies of Smolensk Province
(the Second Half of the XIXth – the Beginning of the XXth centuries)
Key words: Smolensk province; civil society; population self-organization; nongovernmental organization; agricultural society; cooperative; zemstvo.
The article analyzes the process of creation and activities of agricultural societies on the
territory of Smolensk province in the second half of the XIXth – the beginning of the XXth
centuries. The main attention is paid to the typology and the activities of these non-governmental
associations. Agricultural societies of small area are characterized as peasant cooperatives,
resulting from self-organization of the rural population under the influence of modernization
processes of the early XXth century.

D.Y. Frizen
The Influence of Commodity-Money Relations at the Development of the Kazakh Farms in
Western Kazakhstan in the 19th – early 20th centuries
Key words: commodity-money relations; animal husbandry; agriculture; trade; Western
Kazakhstan; resettlement policy.
The present article reveals the peculiarities of development of the Kazakh farms under
the influence the Russian capital, the resettlement policy of the Tsar, the involvement of the

Kazakh steppe in the Russian market. On the basis of different sources we have revealed facts of
changes in the of traditional economy in Western Kazakhstan, the transition to a sedentary
lifestyle, the development of small industry, improvement of the instruments of production. The
materials of this article are of interest to scientists who study the history of Kazakhstan.

N.S. Motorova
The Houses of Diligence in the North-West Region
(the End of the XIXth − the Beginning of the XXth centuries)
Key words: houses of diligence; workhouses; North-West region; provincial
administration; municipal government institutions; zemstvo; charity societies.
The article examines the history of the creation of a network of houses of diligence in the
North-West region of the Russian Empire. The paper highlights the role of the provincial
administration in this process on the basis of archival sources and published materials. Attention
is paid to the analysis of decisions by municipal government institutions and zemstvo on various
issues related to the establishment and operation of houses of diligence.

O.N. Kuznetsova
Russian Scientific and Educational Centers in Berlin and Prague in the First Half of the
XXth century
Key words: Russian Studies; Soviet economy; Russian abroad; Economic center of
Professor Prokopovich.
The article is devoted to the history of the scientific and educational centers established
in Berlin and Prague in order to study Soviet Russia. The article considers the Institute for the
Study of Russia, Russian Scientific Institute in Berlin and the Economic Center of Professor
Prokopovich in Prague. These organizations were conducting effective research work in the
Russian Diaspora in the XXth century.

I.A. Grinko, A.A. Shevtsova
New Elements in Conceptual Foundations of European Military Museums
Key words: military history; military anthropology; museums; museum projecting; social
memory.
The article is devoted to the main trends in European military history research and its
reflection in the museums. The authors analyse conceptual methods which are used for the
demonstration of new views of military history and phenomena of war itself at contemporary
museum expositions. The article is based on the materials from different museums of Eastern and
Western Europe.

PEDAGOGY
O.G. Dudnikova
Teachers of Alexander I: Calumny and Objective Facts

Key words: Catherine II; instruction, training; subjects of teaching; professionalism;
mentors.
The article finishes a series of publications on the upbringing and education of Empress
Catherine's grandson Alexander Pavlovich and his brother Constantine, and on the content and
the role of «Instructions to Prince Nikolay Ivanovich Saltykov in his designation as a mentor of
Grand Dukes» in the education of the Monarch's children in the context of differences between
Catherine's contemporaries and the researchers of the XXth century in the estimation of the
document and the educators, confessors and teachers attracted to the court for the upbringing
and education of royal children.

N.P. Senchenkov, E.N. Makova
«The Merit or the Crime»: on the Development of Women's Education in Russia in the
First Half of the Nineteenth Century
Key words: female education; educational process; Russia; the XIXth century.
This article analyses the genesis and development of women's education in Russia in the
first half of the nineteenth century considering the specific public policy in the first quarter of the
century, which restricted the development of the state women's education and supported private
initiatives for opening educational institutions for females. The paper also investigates the
second quarter of the century with strict control measures in the private sector of women's
education and preparation of the reform associated with the establishment of women's secondary
educational institutions.

K.G. Petrov
The Organization of Women's Education in Smolensk Region
in the XIXth Century
Key words: female education; enlightenment; boarding school.
This article deals with the history of the organization and development of women's
education in Smolensk region in the XIXth century.

N.V. Shchepetkova
Organizational and Structural Characteristics of Continuous Pedagogical Education
within the System of «College – University» in Belarus:
the Regional Aspect
Key words: continuous pedagogical education; regional educational system; the system
of «college – university»; characteristics of pedagogical education.
The article considers the following organizational and structural characteristics of
continuous pedagogical education within the system of «college – university»: 1) regional selfsufficiency of continuous pedagogical education; 2) similarity of the organizational structure of
basic continuous pedagogical education in Belarusian regions; 3) availability of the elements of
cluster structural organization in the regional system of continuous pedagogical education.

Z.V. Lukashenia
History of Consulting as a Basis of Extrapolation of Its Development
in Education
Key words: consulting; scientific management of professional activity; administrative
consultation; extrapolation in education.
The article analyzes the main stages of development of consulting from the moment of its
origin in foreign and Russian experience. Scientific and practical management of process of
education reflects the principles of scientific management of professional activity. The author
established the shift of emphasis from engineering, financial, information aspects of consulting
to its social, organizational, personalized aspects which in itself is equal to the extrapolation of
consulting to educational practice.

G.E. Senkina
Formation of Metasubject Educational Skills as a Problem of Multi-Level hIgher
Pedagogical Education
Key words: federal state educational standards of new generation; system of higher
pedagogical education; metasubject educational results and skills; training of future teachers.
The urgency of the problem of training future teachers to form educational metasubject
abilities of students is justified. Different interpretations of the concept of «metasubject
educational outcomes» are considered. The analysis is provided for the list of skills studied,
according to the new generation of standards, at various stages of education in comparison with
the possibilities of undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate education in the training of future
teachers for the implementation of the standards.

T.A. Sidorchuk
Training of Teacher
as a Factor of Effectiveness of Gerontological Education
Key words: gerontology education programs; teacher; aged people; Institute of the Third
Age; continuing education.
The article deals with the problems of the Russian gerontological education in which
teacher training is the key to effectiveness. The uniqueness of the requirements for the quality of
teaching the elderly, poor staffing of educational infrastructure make such teachers especially
valuable and their work – special and creative. Personal and professional qualities of the
teacher-gerontologist will promote a model of humane, civilized aging.

R.N. Dorokhov, V.N. Chernova, O.M. Bubnenkova
Integration of Somatometric and Functional Indicators of Children and Teenagers
Key words: selection and orientation in sport; sportization; algorithm of work of the
teacher on physical training; hypodynamia; somatoclassification technique; assessment of type
of biological development.

The article investigates the possibility of application of a technique of a
somatoclassification by teachers of physical training, taking into account specific features of
children and teenagers. The data on kind of sport selection which is available in literature, is
followed by the algorithm of work of the teacher of physical training suggested by the authors
for the purpose of formation of physical qualities of children and teenagers in their ontogenesis.
Special attention is paid to recommendations about the formation of groups for classes in
physical training on the basis of isosomous and isochronous principles. It is necessary to use a
testografic method of research to monitor the development of physical qualities.

A.V. Rodin, P.V. Pustoshilo
The Pedagogical Program for the Assessment of Individual Technical and Tactical Actions
of Athletes in Student’s Classical and Beach Volleyball
Key words: pedagogical program; training means; student's classical volleyball;
student's beach volleyball; individual technical and tactical actions.
The article deals with the pedagogical program for the assessment of individual technical
and tactical actions at student’s volleyball players in classical and beach volleyball on the basis
of the analysis of individual indicators of competitive activity. From a standpoint of points
system of assessment the evaluation is provided for efficiency of game actions in attack and
protection for volleyball players of college teams specializing in classical and beach volleyball,
which are the basis for effective selection of the training means providing achievement of high
sports results.
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